How is ﬂower pollen being harvested?

How much pollen and how to consume it?

The bee pollen which the bees wear on their hind legs is
harvested with a pollen trap between the soil and the bee
colony.
The bees ﬂy through the
hole in their beehive.
There they climb through
a pollen grid, which strips
the bees from part of the
pollen load.
The bees are not being
damaged at all by that.
The pollen traps are used
only during the main ﬂowering �me with their large pollen
supply.

Adults: 1 to 2 tsp daily
Children: half of the above (follow instruc�ons for use on the
label) Furthermore, pollen can be put into Yoghurt, porridge,
fruit salad or can be dissolved in cold milk.
Fresh pollen “Fresh - Swiss - Pollen” can also be consumed
directly.

The stripped pollen
loads fall into the pollen
drawer, which is
emp�ed by the
beekeeper every
evening. The collected
pollen is immediately
frozen. A�er the end of
the pollen harves�ng
season, the ﬂower
pollen is gently processed by the Swiss Pollen Beekeepers
Associa�on to the already known dried “Swiss Flower Pollen”
and the new frozen fresh pollen “Fresh - Swiss - Pollen”,
packed under protec�ve atmosphere.

www.swiss-pollen.ch

The aim of the
“Swiss Pollen Beekeepers Associa�on”
is the promo�on and use of the valuable
Swiss ﬂower pollen for humans.

For us humans the ﬂower pollen, the gold of the bees, is an
important supplementary food. Nowhere else other than in
the ﬂower pollen can one ﬁnd such a great variety of natural
substances. In the human organism it unfolds a generally
invigora�ng, s�mula�ng and construc�ve eﬀect.

Please note:
Pollen is one of the most common allergens. Whoever
suﬀers from a pollen allergy, should be careful when ea�ng
pollen and start with just a few grains. Gradually increase the
amount depending on the tolerability.

www.swiss-pollen.ch

What are ﬂower pollens?
Flower pollens are a huge number of microscopic small
globules, which can be found in the dustbags of the blossom.
They represent the male seeds of these blossoms.

Flower pollens come in various shapes and sizes. There are
spherical, oval, angular and pyramid-shaped pollen bodies.
To diﬀeren�ate of the variform forms and colours, the pollens
are magniﬁed using a microscope. The single pollen grain is so
�ny and yet Flower pollens come in various shapes and sizes.
There are spherical, oval, angular and pyramid-shaped pollen
bodies. To diﬀeren�ate of the variform forms and colours, the
pollens are magniﬁed using a microscope. The single pollen
grain is so �ny and yet the total number is so tremendously
large. For example, a dandelion blossom has got up to
240,000, hazelcatkin 4 million and a corn plant even
over 50 million ﬂower pollens.
The amazing work of the bees!
1 pollen load = 100,000 to 5,000,000 pollen bodies
1 pollen load weighs 5mg and comes from about 80 ﬂowers
Each pollen bee carries on
average 7mg of pollen
About 14,000 ﬂights are
necessary to gather 100 grams
of pollen

Swiss Fresh Pollen

Swiss Flower Pollen "dried"

Fresh - Swiss - Pollen

Shipping and handling of fresh pollen?
Fresh - Swiss - Pollen will be shipped exclusively from Monday
to Wednesdy. he limited shipping days (no shipping on Thursday
and Friday!) result from the fact, that the Fresh - Swiss - Pollen
needs to be stored frozen or must be consumed within
3 days from receipt.
Please make sure you are there to receive your packet.
Otherwise please inform a neighbour about the arrival of this
packet.
Fresh - Swiss - Pollen store frozen at -18 degrees.
You can do this in the supplied bag or you ﬁll the fresh pollen
into a container suitable for freezing.
Always take only as much pollen as is needed for consump�on,
then store the remaining fresh pollen in a deep frozen place.

In the modern drying plant of the Swiss Pollen Beekeepers
Associa�on, the pollen will be taken from all of the club
members all over Switzerland to be dried. It is then cleaned,
its quality status is assessed in the laboratory and it is ﬁlled
into air�ght jars.
Why Swiss Flower Pollen?
Our mul�-coloured Swiss ﬂora is very rich. More than 80
plant species are na�ve to the pollen. Swiss Flower Pollen is
harvested daily, dust free dried, quality assessed and bo�led
in air�ght jars. The Swiss pollen is natural and subject to strict
control by the Swiss Pollen Beekeepers Associa�on.
Honey bees don’t produce just
honey, ﬂower pollen and propolis.
As the most important pollinators,
they are the key for the local food
produc�on.

www.swiss-pollen.ch

